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● In this talk, I will introduce the concept of “probabilistic representation learning” for 
“image-text matching problem”.

● We will focus on “the multiplicity problem of image-text representation learning” in 
terms of the training stage and the evaluation stage.
○ [Training stage] Probabilistic embedding and the multiplicity problem
○ [Evaluation stage] Resolving the multiplicity problem in the evaluation benchmark

● This talk is based on my recent studies:
○ [CVPR 2021] Chun, et al., Probabilistic Embeddings for Cross-Modal Retrieval
○ [ECCV 2022] Chun, et al., ECCV Caption: Correcting False Negatives by Collecting 

Machine-and-Human-verified Image-Caption Associations for MS-COCO
○ [Preprint] Sanghyuk Chun, Improved Probabilistic Image-Text Representations

Overview



Goal of image-text matching:

Determining whether the given image-text pair is matched or not.
A common way: making a shared shared embedding space,
where matched image-caption pairs are closer than unmatched pairs in 
the shared embedding space.

people waiting to board a train in a train station.

a train is on a track next to a platform.

the metro train has pulled into a large station.



Objective function:

Let matched image-caption pairs closer 
together, and unmatched image-caption 
pairs farther away

a bird with its head in an open oven

people waiting to board a train in a train station.

a train is on a track next to a platform.

the metro train has pulled into a large station.



● Image-text multimodal search
○ Query: image    DB: text documents
○ Query: text        DB: images

Preliminary: Applications of Image-Text Matching (ITM)

Query

DB



Preliminary: Applications of Image-Text Matching (ITM)

● Zero-shot classification
○ Don’t train a new model for new class labels, but add new texts!
○ Scale-up datasets using aligned image-text pairs, not manually annotated images

Query
DB

A photo of [Cat]
A photo of [Dog]
A photo of [Deer]
A photo of [Coffee]
… 

A photo of [Cat]



Preliminary: Applications of Image-Text Matching (ITM)

Radford, Alec, et al. "Learning transferable visual models from natural language supervision." International Conference on Machine Learning. PMLR, 2021.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.00020


a train is on a track next to a platform.

A common concept

Problem definition: Multiplicity (many-to-many) problem



“Many-to-many mapping” challenges in the image-text matching (ITM) tasks:

● An image potentially can be matched with a number of different captions.

people waiting to board a train in a train station.

a train is on a track next to a platform.

the metro train has pulled into a large station.



a train is on a track next to a platform.
people waiting to board a train in a train station.

a train is on a track next to a platform.

the metro train has pulled into a large station.

“Many-to-many mapping” challenges in the image-text matching (ITM) tasks:

● An image potentially can be matched with a number of different captions.
● While an image is taken by thoroughly captured in a photograph, language 

descriptions are the product of conscious choices of the key relevant concepts 
to report from a given scene.

A common concept
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Preliminary: Probabilistic embedding (ProbEmb)

● Let each embedding Gaussian distribution, instead of a point vector.

● Can handle “ambiguous” inputs & “many-to-many problem”

ICLR’19, Oh et al., Modeling uncertainty with hedged instance embedding



Preliminary: Applications for probabilistic embedding

ICCV 19, Probabilistic Face Embedding
● Uncertainty captures “quality” of face 

images
● E.g., a low-quality face has a large 

Gaussian variance.

ECCV 20, View-Invariant Probabilistic 
Embedding for Human Pose.
● Uncertainty captures “ambiguity” of 

2D pose (which can be mapped to 
multiple 3D poses)



MS-COCO Caption dataset for Image-Text Matching (ITM)

● MS-COCO Caption collects captions by human annotators
● During training or evaluating models on COCO Caption, the collected image-text pairs 

are treated as the only positive.



More than one captions can describe to describe one image



More than one captions can describe to describe one image



There are a lot of false negatives (FNs) in COCO Caption

ECCV’22, Chun et al., ECCV Caption: Correcting False Negatives by Collecting Machine-and-
Human-verified Image-Caption Associations for MS-COCO



(Here, negative matches denote 
“false negatives”)



Deterministic embedding cannot handle the ambiguity of ITM datasets:

● Visual/textual embeddings will be located closely as they are semantically almost 
same. Image-text match (ITM) supervision becomes uncertain (either matched or 
not), but a deterministic embedding space cannot capture uncertainty.

● The existing deterministic approaches enforces to the textual embeddings to be 
different by making zt

1 differs from others using hardest negative mining (HNM), 
although they are semantically the same.



Probabilistic embedding can handle the ambiguity of ITM datasets:

● A probabilistic embedding space captures uncertainty of noisy ITM supervision. 
If a match is uncertain, then the variance of embeddings becomes larger
(Zt1, Zt2, Zt3), if a match is certain, then the variance becomes smaller (Zt4)



t-SNE visualization of learned embeddings (prob vs. det)



What will be happened if we train embeddings with 
deterministic embeddings and negative mining?

Without HNMWith Hardest Negative Mining 
(HNM)

2-D toy dataset (animation also can be found in https://naver-ai.github.io/pcmepp/) 

https://naver-ai.github.io/pcmepp/


Target properties for the embedding space

● There exists a proper probabilistic distance between image embedding Zv and text 
embedding Zt

○ This work introduces a closed-form sampled distance (CSD)

○ CSD satisfies most of the properties of a metric function, except d(x, x) = 0.
● If the match of Zv and Zt is certain, then Zv and Zt has small variance
● If the match of Zv and Zt is uncertain, then Zv and Zt has large variance



Training objectives

● Optimizing the following pair-wise matching objective function:



CSD satisfies the desired properties
Wasserstein distanceCSD (proposed)

Small variances for certain classes,
Large variances for uncertain classes

Both certain / uncertain classes have 
the similar variances

2-D toy dataset (animation also can be found in https://naver-ai.github.io/pcmepp/) 

https://naver-ai.github.io/pcmepp/


Additional techniques to prevent a loss saturation

● The proposed matching objective function automatically less penalizes (gives smaller 
weights) on positive match with high match probability, as well as negative match with 
high dis-match probability as follows:
○ Let                                      (lvt becomes larger if two instances are closed, and 

smaller if they are far), then we have
■ when m=0 (not matched)
■ when m=1 (matched)

○ Assume we have a good enough embedding extractor, and there is a false 
negative (FN), i.e., they are actually matched, but the annotation is “not matched”.
In this case, the FN pair will have almost 0 gradient, therefore, cannot contribute to 
the optimization.



Pseudo-positive and mixed sample data augmentation

Final objective function



Architecture

Based on CLIP encoders with extra branches for the uncertainty heads.



● Dataset
○ Training on MS-COCO Caption train split (113,287 images and 566,435 captions)

■ Each image has five positive captions
○ Testing on

■ COCO Caption 5K test split (5K images / 25K captions)
■ COCO Caption 1K test split (1K images / 5K captions)
■ CxC Caption (5K images / 25K captions) => dense annotated version of 5K
■ ECCV Caption => more dense version, but limited queries

● Initialization and model selection
○ Initialized from the official CLIP weights (B/32, B/16, L/14)
○ The best model on “validation split” is used for the evaluation

Experiments



ECCV Caption dataset

● Human-verified COCO Caption evaluation benchmark
● Annotators manually verified that whether the given image-text pair is matched or not
● As there are too many possible pairs in the dataset (76B image-text pairs), we used 

state-of-the-art machine annotators to reduce the number of candidates to be verified
● After post-processing, ECCV Caption contains 1,261 image queries (originally 5,000) 

but with 17.9 positive captions per image query on average (originally 5). It also 
contains 1,332 caption queries (originally 25,000) with 8.5 positive images per caption 
(originally 1).

● As we have plenty positives, now we can use precision-based metrics for evaluation.



Overview of ECCV Caption dataset construction



ECCV Caption: Extended COCO Caption Validation dataset



ECCV Caption: Extended COCO Caption Validation dataset



Comparisons of test datasets



Comparisons of precision metric vs. recall metric
R@1      R@5       mAP@R    Preference score

(by human study)

100.0    100.0     11.1           10.66

0.0         100.0     68.6           70.85

0.0        100.0      2.2              4.89

0.0         0.0         14.1            13.15



Main results on the COCO Caption benchmark



Ablation studies



How does uncertainty help image-text representations?



Uncertainty-based prompt-tuning

Recap: CLIP-based zero-shot (ZS) classification is actually
an image-text matching between an input image and prompt texts



CLIP uses the average of the embeddings extracted by 80 prompts as the class 
text embedding. But, does every class need all of the 80 prompts?

CLIP prompts for ImageNet ZS

https://github.com/openai/CLIP/blob/main/notebooks/Prompt_Engineering_for_ImageNet.ipynb

https://github.com/openai/CLIP/blob/main/notebooks/Prompt_Engineering_for_ImageNet.ipynb


Idea: Filter out Top-K uncertain prompts by uncertainty

If we use the same top-K for every class, the gain is very marginal
(9.33 -> 9.37)

Uncertainty-based CLIP ZS prompt tuning?



Uncertainty-based CLIP ZS prompt tuning?

Idea: Filter out Top-K uncertain prompts by uncertainty for each class

If we search the best top-K filtering for each class, then the performance 
gain is significant (9.33 -> 14.75)



a photo of many {}
a photo of a {}

itap of my {}. a plushie {}. a photo of a dirty {}. the plushie {}. a photo of a clean {}. a photo 
of a weird {}. a good photo of a {}. a photo of a large {}. a photo of a cool {}. a photo of 
many {}. a blurry photo of a {}. a photo of my {}. a photo of a nice {}. a bright photo of a {}. 
itap of a {}. a dark photo of a {}. a plastic {}. a close-up photo of the {}. a painting of a {}. a 
photo of a small {}. a close-up photo of a {}. a photo of the weird {}. a black and white 
photo of a {}. a jpeg corrupted photo of a {}. a sculpture of a {}. a good photo of the {}. a 
photo of a hard to see {}. a photo of a {}. a photo of the small {}. a photo of one {}. a photo 
of the dirty {}. a photo of the hard to see {}. a blurry photo of the {}. a bad photo of a {}. a 
toy {}. a photo of the large {}. a photo of the clean {}. a origami {}. a photo of the cool {}. a 
pixelated photo of a {}.

a cropped photo of a {}. a low resolution photo of a {}. a 
cropped photo of the {}. a low resolution photo of the {}. a 
close-up photo of a {}. a tattoo of a {}.
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